MU: Brian, you first designed
this show over a year ago when
it was originally scheduled and
during full-on pandemic rules;
after limited public assembly
was allowed, of course. We had
actually created an environment
that would work with social distancing. For instance, Ronette,
Crystal and Chiffon, who we
decided should live upstairs
from the flower shop, were in
their own separate apartments
and never got into each other's
airspace. This year, we redesigned it, once we found out that
we were sort of back to
“normal” (that's in quotes, because very little was “normal”
about it). We actually had to redesign it yet again based on the fact
that only a quarter of the set had
been built and now we were going to have another scene shop
build parts of it. We had to make
decisive cuts because of time,
labor, and budget so we could not
the build the entire set as designed even in Version 2, so we
reduced yet again for Version 3.
How many times have you designed this set?
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In the fall of 2020, when professional theatres were trying to reemerge from the longest stretch of dark days in the history of professional theatre, designers were painstakingly designing worlds within shows that attempted to match what used to be a
“normal” world, as well as CDC guidelines. Isolating performers from each other while sharing the same space and singing, which
was considered one of the most dangerous activities to do during the pandemic, was no easy task, However, Skylight and their
brave team of directors and designers took on the task and pioneered the Milwaukee-area back to live performances. Michael
Unger, the Artistic Director of Skylight Music Theatre and Director of Little Shop, and Brian Prather, Little Shop’s Scenic
Designer, sat down for a Zoom interview describing the arduous journey of safely bringing theatre back in a world riddled with fear and public safety standards. Here are highlights from that interview:
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Creating a Safe Space for a Physical and Romantic
Comedy during a Pandemic
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Michael Unger
more exciting for the actors to be
able to interact, which then is
going to be more
exciting for the audience. It's
been an interesting process to
keep reacting to how the situation
has changed.

Brian Prather

when you've asked me to make
changes, it was from the reality of
us needing to make these adjustments based on where the world
is, and how to make the show
better
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MU: Thanks, Brian. We'll certainly
What’s in an Address?
MU: The bones of the design are have you back here to do somebased on that pandemic design.
thing in person.
Our Doo-Wop Greek Chorus:
Please don’t hate me
But, audiences will definitely not
Little Shop’s Soulful Trio
for having you design it so many know the set designer was not
Skid Row: A Turn of Phrase
times!
here for the tech process beBP: I know why you've had to
cause it looks phenomenal. And
Little Shop of Word Search
redesign it - I understand the
we’ve had such a stellar team to
reasoning behind it, because the build, install, adjust, and finesse
situation has changed. This is not it. So, thank you, Brian.
a case where it's just your whim,
simply requesting random changes. It's the reality of the world and
BP: It's been a number of times. I the reality of where we are as a
performing industry. We've all
have to say, the challenge of
had to make a lot of
coming up with a design during
adjustments – and quickly. As
the pandemic in a way that
placed the actors socially distant you know, different rules from
from each other was a fascinating different unions have
challenge. I am very glad that we filtered down; and different city,
are in the situation now where we county, state and federal mandates have shifted. It's all stuff
don’t have to maintain that disA scenic rendering by Brian Prather from
that we've had to pivot with. So,
tance so literally. I just think it's
Skylight’s production of Little Shop of Horrors
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many monumental projects
throughout his career. With Menken,
they produced their first production
Howard
Ashman (Book called Kurt Vonnegut’s God Bless
and original Di- You, Mrs. Rosewater, based on the
rector) was born novel. They next went on to write,
produce, and direct the legendary Off
in Baltimore,
-Broadway production of Little Shop
Maryland. He
of Horrors. The production premiered
started as a
child actor with in 1982 Off-off-Broadway, and
eventually moved Off-Broadway to
Children’s
Theatre Associ- The Orpheum Theatre, where it ran
successfully for five years. Ashman
ation, or CTA, playing various roles,
won the Drama Desk Award for
one being Aladdin. He unknowingly
was foreshadowing one of the many Outstanding Lyrics. The show was
large successes he would experience offered a Broadway premiere during
the original run, but Ashman declined,
in his career.
stating it’s home at the Orpheum was
He went to study at Boston University perfect for the show.
and Goddard College, where he
designed his own theatre degree. He He officially joined the Disney family
later earned his Masters in Theatre at when he was brought on to work on
lyrics for the movie Oliver and
Indiana University. His impressive
Company. Because of this
career took flight as he kept producopportunity, he successfully pitched
ing original scripts. In 1974, he
his idea of a project he had been
moved to New York and worked as
an editor with the publishing company working on: The Little Mermaid. With
Menken’s help, the animated film beGrosset and Dunlap. While making
ends meet, his first two plays, Cause gan a new animation era at Disney,
also known as “The Disney RenaisMaggie’s Afraid of the Dark and
Dreamstuff weren’t the hits he need- sance.” They received multiple
Golden Globe, Grammy’s, and
ed to have his career take off. However, in 1977, he next produced The Academy Awards for that film,
Confirmation at Princeton’s McCarter including the Oscar for Best Original
Theatre. Having it star Herschel Ber- Song. While working on it, Ashman
nardi, an immensely popular, Emmy- pitched his next work, the animated
movie of Aladdin. He began working
awarding winning, Golden Globenominated actor in his prime, caused with the team of Disney’s Beauty and
the Beast, which was also switched
the theatre scene to take notice.
from a non-musical to a musical with
In 1977, he became artistic director of the help of Ashman and Menken. He
the WPA Theatre, or the Workshop of won a postmortem Oscar for Best
the Players Art Foundation, Inc. The Original Song for his work on Beauty
company originally was founded in
and the Beast with the title song of
1971 by Virginia Aquino, Dan Dietrich the film. The duo had three original
and Harry Orzello, it closed it’s doors songs in the final film of Aladdin. Unof their original location in 1976. It
fortunately, the film premiered in 1992
was then re-opened in 1977 in a new after Ashman’s death from complicalocation with the help of Ashman and tions related to AIDS. After his death,
his co-artistic director, R. Stuart
he won another Oscar for Best OrigiWhite. Just as Ashman showed in his nal Song, “Friend Like Me.”
own career, this company’s mission
was to revive lost theatre gems in the
Alan Menken
American Theatre and prioritize new
(Music/Lyrics)
works.
was born in
Manhattan, New
He later participated in the BMI
York. His mother
Lehman Engel Musical Theatre
was an actress,
Workshop, which connects notable
dancer, and
theatre artists and promotes
playwright. She
collaborations to bring pieces to
wrote the book of
completion. He fatefully met and
Dear Worthy Ediworked with Alan Menken, with whom
tor: Letters to
he would go on to collaborate on

The Authors

The Daily Forward,'' a musical in the
Yiddish vernacular), while Alan wrote
the music. His father was a dentist. It
was noted in some resources that he
was a “boogie-woogie, piano-playing
dentist,” who may or may not be an
inspiration for one of the roles in his
1986 hit Off-Broadway production,
Little Shop of Horrors. He was bitten
by the music bug early on, taking
piano and violin lessons in his
childhood.
He first began college at New York
University as a pre-med student. He
planned to follow in his father’s dental
footsteps, but quickly switched to
pursue his passion for music.
Although he graduated with a BA in
Musicology in 1971, he found his
passion was in the writing of music
rather than the practice of musicology.
Although his plans upon graduation
were to become a rock star, he
quickly and passionately switched
focus to musical theatre thanks to his
participation in the BMI workshop.
Between 1974-1978. He premiered
four original works with the program,
including Messiah on Mott Street,
working beside David Zippel. In 1976,
Menken led BMI’s “Broadway at the
Ballroom” series, where he and
Maury Yeston would workshop songs
they had written for future musical
projects.
Also thanks to the BMI workshop, he
met Howard Ashman, and the two
collaborated several times over the
years, including on the original
production of Little Shop of Horrors
and eventually on box office smash
hits with Disney’s The Little Mermaid
and Beauty and the Beast. He won
two Oscars for Beast, including Best
Score. After Ashman’s death, he went
on to win another Oscar for his work
with Tim Rice on Disney’s The Lion
King. He has won eight Oscars in
total.
His career has continued to soar,
returning to Broadway to work on
Disney’s Beauty and the Beast, The
Little Mermaid, Sister Act, Newsies,
Leap of Faith, Aladdin, A Bronx Tale:
The Musical, and The Hunchback of
Notre Dame.
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Our Doo-Wop Greek Chorus:
The Evolution of a Theatre Tradition
One of the oldest traditions in theatre that has stood the test
of time and has evolved over centuries of the performing arts
is the Greek Chorus. It is documented to have existed as early
as the 5th Century in Ancient Greek theatre. Many think
today’s traditional ensemble of a musical is the latest version
of the Greek chorus, as it helps enrich the staging and
environment of the world within the show. In part, that is
correct. However, a true descendant of the Greek Chorus is
written as its own featured role. Not only does it fill the world
within the show just as today’s ensemble does, they are often
a crucial role with dialogue and lyrics that, if missing, would
make the script incomplete. A Greek Chorus is considered a
supporting lead, carrying the weight as a storyteller to relieve
a leading player from over-narrating, sharing the inner voice of
various characters, or acting as a tool outside of a leading role
to provide crucial information to keep the plot moving forward.

Broadway vs. Off-Broadway:
What’s in an Address?
To many avid theatre fans, the word “Broadway” is associated
with success, fame, and the cream of the crop in theatre. It is a
place where every audience wants to buy a ticket, and where
every playwright, director, designer, technician, and performer
wants to work. It is no surprise that legendary shows and stars in
America came from Broadway. However, not EVERY successful
show makes it to Broadway. In fact, Little Shop of Horrors, the
wildly successful production whose popularity reigns today,
declined the invitation to transfer their Off-Broadway show to a
Broadway stage, simply because Howard Ashman felt the
production was perfect right where it belonged, in the 299-seat
Off-Broadway Orpheum Theatre. If location doesn’t dictate
success and popularity, what, then, is the difference between
Broadway and Off-Broadway?
According to Playbill.com, it is not necessarily about location. If
you did a simple Google search asking how many Broadway
theatres there are today, the answer comes up as 41. However,
there are only three Broadway theatres currently on the street
known as Broadway: the Marquis, the Winter Garden, and the
Broadway Theatre. Although… Milwaukee’s Broadway Theatre
Center is also ON Broadway! What truly deciphers the difference
between New York’s Broadway Theatres and Off-Broadway
theatres are their size.

The inclusion of a modern Greek chorus in Little Shop of
Horrors is brilliant, not only in how they are represented, but
also in how their roles are integrated into the storytelling and
overall production. However, it was likely not an easy task to
visualize the concept of the trio in the original show. For a
campy, dark, pop musical comedy that was created with a
small cast to fit a small, intimate, and campy Off-Broadway
venue, the inclusion of a Greek Chorus in the form of a trio
made perfect sense... but what genre of small groups would fit
into the world of Little Shop? It’s known in the world of musical
theatre when the words of the script aren’t enough to
showcase the emotion, you sing. When you think of a small
group of powerful female voices in a generically current time
period, packed with vocal talent and emotion, you naturally
think of Motown and the era of Diana Ross and The
Supremes or the Marvelettes. If you didn’t notice, the three
muses, Chiffon, Crystal, and Ronette, are direct tributes to
powerful black female singing groups of the 1960’s.
The stunning mouthpieces heighten a range of emotions in
the musical, including love and romance, fear, comedy, and
tragedy. One of their biggest jobs, however, was to enhance
the “real world” within the musical to match the uncanniness
and highly fictious probability of the plot.

Playbill.com explains it simply: “Theatres with up to 99 seats
generally are considered Off-Off-Broadway; 99-499 seats
generally denote Off-Broadway; and 500 and larger generally
denote Broadway. There are exceptions, however, and some
overlap. The real key is what sort of contract the production has
with the performing, design, technical, and musicians unions.”
Therefore, on your next trip to NYC, be excited to book your first
or next Broadway ticket! However, also get excited by exploring
Off-Broadway and Off-Off Broadway venues for productions that
are just as excellent and innovative as shows put on in the
biggest theaters in New York City.
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A costume rendering of Crystal, Ronette, and Chiffon
by Kristina Sneshkoff from Skylight’s production of Little Shop of Horrors.

Skid Row: A Turn of Phrase

The term “skid row” was first used sometime in the 17th century. However, its original definition was not the same that is used
today and made famous by the musical. It
was a term for a “log road,” or a road that
was used to “skid,” or drag, logs through
wooded areas. (Another term for these
roads was “corduroy roads.”) The term
eventually evolved to include logging
camps on the west coast of the United
States. Eventually, it morphed into a slang
term for a run down neighborhood or larger
urban area with deteriorating architecture, possible drug houses or red-light districts. They
are often inhabited by individuals who struggle with poverty or homelessness, and disregard-

Little Shop of Word Search

Audrey

Chiffon

Crystal

Dentist

Eclipse

Feed Me

Grow For Me

Mushnik

Ronette

Seymour

Skid Row

Venus Flytrap

Costume renderings of Audrey and Seymoure by Kristina Sneshkoff from Skylight’s production of Little Shop of Horrors.
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